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Over the past five years, Fit-Fax has evolved to meet the needs of our clients. We have adapted 
our approach as new nutritional research came to light and have utilized inquiry-based 
investigation to determine the best way to “upgrade” each client’s health.  

Even though our approach and paradigms have transformed, two beliefs have not changed: 

• Wellness is not “one size fits all”. 
• We can not separate our biological health from our emotional health- they are intricately 

connected through the gut and brain.  

We have consistently offered customized nutrition and wellness support for our clients- not a 
program or a pill; and the diversity of our clients’ needs has taught us more than any textbook. 

I am grateful for every heart that has entered our office.  I approach every client with the belief 
that, “this person will teach me something”. That said- my heart has been primarily with 
population groups that can not afford my services, especially women of color. 

Here is the NIH report on health risks for Women of Color.  

I have tried to balance paid clients with pro bono work over the years, but it has left me 
exhausted. Luckily, exhaustion ignites GROWTH. When you fall on your face, you have to 
assess and then stand taller. 

While serving in the Peace Corps, I learned of an African proverb that I saw translate both in my 
village and here in the US… 

“If you educate a boy, you train a man. If you educate a girl, you train a village.”  

The mission of our burgeoning non-profit is to educate and empower women* to care for 
themselves better and thus be more powerful change agents in the world. You can not love others 
if you do not love yourself. Caring for oneself better includes addressing the following: 

• Mindset  
• Nutrition 
• Movement 
• Rest 

There is much more I could say about this mission, but I will let those details unfold in time. For 
now, developing this new organism simply means my client hours are limited. Because my hours 
are limited, we have developed some new systems to help our clients grow that are both effective 
and affordable! You can read about those on our website! 
 
It has truly been my pleasure developing Fit-Fax over the last five years; and I have learned so 
much from all of you. My hope is that what you learned in our office will be one of many 
stepping stones in your wellness journey. As long as you continue to explore, inquire, and adapt 
your mindset- you will grow.  With love and gratitude, Sarah Lynn 
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